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This is a second semi-annual report for NAGW-1657 (SwRI Project 15-2783) rather than

a final report, since a no cost extension request is now in process. Several distinctly different

areas of research are presently being pursued under this grant and are enumerated below.

. Studies of the thermal structure of oolar outflows:

The present emphasis on this portion of the research is the development of an interactive

data analysis program for thermal ion analysis of the Dynamics Explorer/ Retarding Mass

Spectrometer (DE/RIMS) data. An X-windows code to perform this analysis has recently been

completed and is now in the testing phase at NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center. A copy of

the interactive display is included as Appendix A. Future work will now proceed to the analysis

of DE/RIMS ion outflow data. Expected results are the composition, flux, and temperature of

terrestrial ion outflows at high latitudes.

2. Proznoz data analysis:

A recent visit from Dr. Oleg Vaisberg of the Russian Space Institute has provided an

opportunity to examine ion and electron particle data at high latitudes over the northern polar cap

which were obtained by Dr. Vaisberg's particle experiment aboard the Prognoz-8 spacecraft.

Preliminary work has been begun to develop a program for subtracting the sun pulse signal from

the data to allow the processing of the low intensity ion flux data in the magnetospheric lobes.

From this analysis we hope to gain information about the dayside source region for the observed

ion beams and to also use this data as a probe of the dynamic motion of the magnetospheric

lobes. The data provide a unique opportunity, since no US mission has sampled this high latitude

magnetospheric lobe region.

3. Ulysses Jupiter encounter:

A paper was presented at the annual Division of Planetary Studies of the American

Astronomical Society held in Palo Alto in November of 1991 entitled "Jovian Bremsstrahlung

X Rays: A Ulysses Prediction" which predicted the Jovian auroral X ray flux that should be

measured by the Ulysses Gamma Ray Burst experiment during the Ulysses spacecraft's closest

encounter with Jupiter in February of 1992.

The Ulysses' prediction paper generated much interest from people studying the Jovian

aurora and from experimenters on the Ulysses spacecraft. As a result of this interest two things

happened: I) a paper of the same title was submitted and accepted for publication in the January

issue of the Geophysical Research Letters (see Appendix B), and 2) a massive observing

campaign was organized to provide supporting ultraviolet and infrared observations at the time

of the Ulysses encounter. This observational interest allowed personnel at SwRI (Alan Stern, PI;

Hunter Waite Co-l) to obtain director's discretionary time on the Hubble Space Telescope to

support the Ulysses encounter by obtaining ultraviolet observations (see Appendix C). Once the

multiple wavelength observations are obtained in February an auroral model will be used to

analyze the data with hopes of providing new insight into the physical processes responsible for

the Jovian aurora.
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JOVIAN BREMSSTRAHLUNGX RAYS: A ULYSSESPREDICTION

J. H. Waite. Jr.L,D. C. Boice_.K.C. Hurley-',
S.A. Stern_.and M. Somme¢

Abstract. The Jovian aurora is the most powerful

planetary, aurora in the solar system: to date. however, it

has not been possible to establish conclusively which
mechanisms are involved in the excitation of the auroral

emissions that have been observed at ultraviolet, infrared.

and soft X ray wavelengths. Precipitation of Iogenic heavy

sulfur and oxygen ions, downward acceleration of electrons

along Birkeland currents, and a combination of both of

these mechanisms have all been proposed to account for the

observed auroral emissions. Modeling results reported here

show that precipitating auroral electrons with sufficient

energy to be consistent with the Voyager UVS observations

will produce bremsstrahlung X rays with sufficient energy

and intensity to be detected by the Solar Flare X Ray and

Cosmic Ray Burst Instrument (GRB) on board the Ulysses

spacecraft. The detection of such bremsstrahlung X rays at

Jupiter would provide strong evidence for the electron

precipitation mechanism, although it would not rule out the

possibility of some heavy ion involvement, and would thus

make a significant contribution toward solving the mystery.
of the Jovian aurora.

Introduction

The identity of the precipitating particles involved in

Jovian auroral activity is still an open question. In situ

observations of the Jovian particle populations during the

Voyager I and 2 encounters furnished evidence for changes

in the radial phase space distribution of energetic heavy

ions which are best explained by ion precipitation [Gehrels
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and Stone. 1983]. However.the energyrangeof the ion
measurementsdid not go low enoughto demonstratethat
heavy ion precipitation could provide the power input
required to explain the ultraviolet emission intensities.
Voyager provided no in situ evidence for electron
precipitation:however,indicationsof electronacceleration
in Birkeland currents connected to the auroral zone would

only be observable at high latitudes closer to the planet, a

region not accessible to the Voyager spacecraft.

Remote sensing observations also present a mixed

picture. Soft (0.3-3.0 keV) X ray observations of the

Jovian aurora by the Einstein observatory [Metzger et al.,

1983] have been used to argue for heavy ion precipitation.

The energy resolution of the Einstein X ray observatory was

not sufficient to distinguish between a bremsstrahlung

power law distribution and K-shell emission line spectra

from sulfur and/or oxygen. However. based on modeling

the K-shell and bremsstrahlung mechanisms and their

response within the Einstein telescope, Metzger et al.

[1983] inferred that the energy required to produce the

observed soft X ray emission by means of electron

bremsstrahlung was unreasonably large compared with that

required by the K-shell mechanism and thus argued in favor

of heavy ion precipitation as the source of Jovian auroral X

rays. This conclusion has been substantiated by the recent

electron bremsstrahlung calculations of Waite [1991]. On

the other hand, attempts at observing extreme ultraviolet

emissions from sulfur and oxygen precipitation were

unsuccessful [Waite et al.. 1988] and suggested that.

although heavy ion precipitation may indeed be the source

of the solt X rays, heavy ions may not have sufficient

energy tqux to account for the bulk of the H 2 ultraviolet

emissions observed by Voyager [Broadfoot et al., 1981] and

IUE [Livengood et al., 1990].

Indeed, the H2 Lyman and Wemer band emission

intensities and spectral characteristics of the ultraviolet

emissions can be used to set constraints on both the energy

flux and energy distribution of the precipitating particles

[Livengood et al., 1990]. In this paper these constraints are

used in conjunction with modeling techniques to predict the

hard X ray fluxes that are expected to be detected at Jupiter

by the Solar Flare X Ray and Cosmic Ray Burst Instrument

(GRB) as Ulysses makes its closest approach in mid-

February or" 1992.
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Model

The auroral electron distributions as a function of altitude

and energy are found by using a two-stream electron

transport code modified for Jupiter [WaRe et al., i983] and

extended to electron energies of 2 MeV using the

relativistic H 2 cross sections of Garvey et al. [1977]. The

differential bremsstrahlung cross sections were taken from

the work of Koch and Motz [1959] (formulae 3BN and II-

6). X ray atmospheric absorption effects were calculated.

but were tess than 10% at all photon energies above 100 eV

for all primary electron beam energies considered. The

electron transport model also calculates the electron-induced

H_ ultraviolet band emissions using the most recent cross

sections of Ajello et al. [1988] and Shemansky and Ajello

[1988] with the most recent corrections for absolute

laboratory reference calibration JR. Gladstone, private

communication. 1991 ].
The model also solves the one-dimensional chemical

diffusion equations for atomic hydrogen and the

hydrocarbon species CH_, C_,H2, C2H _, C_,Hd, and CH 3, and

the major ion species H ÷ and H& The neutral temperature

structure adopted in the present study is an equatorial

profile determined from the Voyager ultraviolet

spectrometer (UVS) occultation experiments [Festou et al.,

1981]. Although auroral energy input is expected to modify

this profile, there is at present limited information as to the

effects of this input. Furthermore. increases in the auroral

thermal structure produce little change in the calculations

apart from changes in the relative altitude of the

atmosphere. The hydrocarbon density profiles used in this
model are consistent with the recent work of Gladstone et

al. [19911 and use an eddy diffusion coefficient of 2 x 100

cm 2 s _ at the methane homopause.

The characteristics of the H_ Lyman and Wemer band

spectra observed in Jovian auroral emissions are

significantly affected by methane and acetylene, which

absorb differentially over the H, band's spectral range. The

measure of this differential absorption is the color ratio,

which Livengood et al. (1990) have defined as the ratio of

the integrated intensities (I) of two wavelength bands:

l(1557-1619,_)/I(1230-1300,,k).This ratio can be used to

infer the methane column density above the region of peak

H 2 band emissions: since methane is a strong absorber in



the wavelengthrange1230to 1300Aandnot in the range
1557to [600A, a high color ratio indicates a large column

abundance of methane. The methane absorption effects are

reLated to the H, vertical distribution through the specified

eddy diffusion coefficient and thermal structure. Electron

energies used in the model to determine bremsstrahlung X

ray fluxes are chosen by inputting electron beams into the

assumed model atmosphere and then selecting the ones that

fit to the observed color ratios for CH, absorption.

Uncertainty in determining the primary electron beam

energy is introduced by assuming that the equatorial and

auroral regions of the atmosphere have the same vertical

structure. The present uncertainty hinges on our lack of

knowledge about the high-latitude methane vertical structure

and for the present we simply use the measured near-

equatorial structure inferred from Voyager UVS

measurements [Festou et al.. 1981]. However. we note that

if Ulysses determines a bremsstrahlung X ray photon

energy spectrum then it will provide an independent

constraint on the precipitating electron energy distribution.

Simultaneous ultraviolet observations of the color ratio by

an ultraviolet observatory (such as HST) would thereby not

only allow us to check our modeling assumptions, but

would provide unique information on the polar auroral

atmosphere.

Anticipated Ulysses GRB Observations

The GRB instrument on Ulysses consists of two

hemispherical shell CsI scintillators coupled to phototubes

for measuring X rays in the range of 20 to 150 keV, with

time resolution up to 8 ms. A detailed description of the

instrument can be found in Hurley et al. [1992]. We have

calculated the Ulysses sensitivity to Jovian X rays from

data accumulated over the first year of operation. During

solar quiet periods, which are characteristic of the majority

of the mission, the 18-100 keV background rate of each

detector is around 200 counts/second; this arises primarily

from the diffuse cosmic X ray background and the

Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator aboard the

spacecraft. Using the corresponding count rates in the

individual energy channels, and assuming a 100 minute

integration, we obtain the 3 sigma sensitivities given in

Table I and shown in Figure 2.



The closetapproachof the Ulyssesspacecraftto Jupiter
will occuron February8th of 1992. The spacecraftwill
approachJupiter _werthe north polar cap. pass through
perijove near6.3 R_,and exit the Jupitersystemover the
southernpolar cap. Although Jupiter'strappedenergetic
particles will preclude observationsnear the equator.
observationsoverthenorthandsouthpoleswill bepossible
beforeandafter closetapproach.

Results

Model H, bandcalculationshave beenmatchedto the
statistical intbrmation concerning ultraviolet emission
intensity and color ratio determinedby ten yearsof IUE
observations[Livengood et al., 1990], and the flux and
energy distribution of the incoming electronshave been
calculated.Thesecalculatedelectronbeamshavebeenused
to computebremsstrahlungX ray fluxes,whichserveasthe
predictivedatasetfor the UlyssesGRB observations.

The specification of the precipitating electron spectrum

is of the form J(E)=Jo_(E/Eo_) expt-EIEop), where the

parameter Jop specifies the differential flux (cm-' s 1 keV _)

and Eop the characteristic energy (keV) of the precipitating
electrons. Since the IUE observations show that both the

intensity and the color ratio are strong functions of the S_t_

longitude, we have modeled these observations using three

independent sets of primary electron parameters which

correspond to ultraviolet observational values at 0, 150. and

180 degrees S,t longitude in the northern auroral zone

_NAZ). The electron beam parameters and the associated

ultraviolet characteristics are given in Table II for the three

cases. The color ratio has been calculated at two zenith

view angles. 0 and 60 degrees. The effect of doubling the

hydrocarbon density (60 ° zenith view angle) results in a 11

to 19% increase in the color ratio due to differential

methane absorption, as discussed above. The calculated

variance of the color ratio illustrates the sensitivity of the

calculation to the view angle of the ultraviolet observation

and gives some idea of the sensitivity of the calculation to

the chosen model atmosphere. Values of the Ha band

intensity and color ratio for the three cases have also been

spline-fit to produce a model curve which can be compared

to the Livengood et al. [19901 IUE observations. The

results of that fit are shown in Figure t. In Figure l(a),



auroral H_.bandintensitieshavebeenintegratedover the
restrictedspectralranget557-1619,_,(a roughcomparison
_t thisrestrictedintensity/wavelengthintegrationto thetotal
integratedH__Lyman and Wemer bandintensity given in
Table II can be obtained by multiplying by 9.1). The fit

appears quite good apart from a phase shift of the color

ratio in S,,t longitude: this could be removed by adjusting

the characteristic beam energy, Eoo. a process not warranted

given the present uncertainties of the auroral atmosphere.

A likely explanation for this effect is that the time-

dependent, atmospheric composition is modified by the

precipitating electrons, leading to a characteristic lag in Su_

longitude of the peak hydrocarbon absorption.

Finally, the X ray fluxes that result from the two extreme

electron precipitation cases (case l" 0 to I20 degrees Stt I

longitude in the NAZ and case 3:180 degrees Stu in the

NAZ) are shown in Figure 2. The X ray intensity as a

function of photon energy is plotted for an auroral zone

emission size 5000 by 10.000 km observed from a distance

of 10 Rj. AIso plotted on the figure is the sensitivity of

several of the GRB energy channels for similar viewing

conditions and an integration period of 100 minutes.

Conclusions

The results plotted in Figures 1 and 2 indicate that if the

ultraviolet auroral emissions are due to precipitating

electrons and the Jovian aurora is sufficiently active (this

must be determined bv simultaneous EUV observations

which will be carried out by the Hubble Space Telescope),

then the Ulysses GRB experiment should be able to

measure the bremsstrahlung X ray spectrum and place firm

constraints on both the precipitating electron flux intensity

and energy spectrum. Furthermore. observed S,,, longitude

variations in the spectrum can be used in conjunction with

the ultraviolet intensity and color ratio values from HST to

determine the vertical hydrocarbon structure in the polar

stratosphere of Jupiter. On the other hand, if the major

precipitating particles are heavy ions, then GRB would

detect nothing since its lowest energy channel at 20 keV is

above the threshold for both sulfur and oxygen K-shell
emissions.
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Fig. 1. (a) Intensityand(b) color ratio distribution of the
H_extremeultraviolet (EUV) auroralemissions. In Figure
I(a) the H, EUV emission intensity in kilorayleighs is
integratedover therange1557-1619,_. In Figure l(b) the

intensity in the wavelength range 1557-t619 ,'_ has been

divided by the intensity in the wavelength range 1230-1300

A. In (b), the dashed line is the color ratio value for an

unattenuated spectrum of H2 excited by impact of 100-eV

electrons: points below this line are plotted as diamonds.

The crosses represent the median error bars in longitude

and intensity/color ratio/'or the 60 ° width centered on each

cross. The uncertainty in intensity and color ratio is

computed from the camera noise level. The error bars

shown here do not include any estimation of possible

systematic error as a consequence of erroneous subtraction.

The solid lines in both figures are the present model results.

Fig. 2. The X ray intensity as a function of photon energy

for a Jovian auroral source size of 5000 by 10.000 kin:

viewed from a distance of 10Rj. The solid bars marked 1-5

indicate the 3 sigma sensitivities of the five lower GRB

channels for a 100 minute integration.

TABLE I. Ulysses GRB Sensitivities

Channel Energy Channel Sensitivity

No. (keV) (Photons cm-' s_ eV _)

1 [8.1 - 31.1 9.8 x 10 .7

2 3 I. 1 - 43.5 1.0 x 1()"

3 43.5 - 56.0 9.3 x lO7

4 56.0 - 68.4 7.7 x 10 .7

5 68.4 - 80.9 6.2 x 10.7



TABLE II. Model Parametersand UV Properties

Sill

Longitude EoT, Energy H, Bands
(degrees) (keV) Flux (kR)

(erg cm z s -_)

Color Ratio

(zenith angle)

Case 1 0 20 2.8 21.9

Case 2 150 37 9.8 83.2

Case 3 180 45 12.1 105.1

|.98(0 o)

2.20(60")

4.17(0 °)

4.92(60 ° )

5.43(0 ° )

6.47(60 °)

10
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Figure I. (a) Intensity and (b) color ratio distribution of the H, extreme ultraviolet (EUV)

auroral emissions. In Figure l(a) the H_ EUV emission intensity in kilorayleighs is integrated

over the range 1557-1619 A. In Figure l(b) the intensity in the wavelength range 1557-1619 A

has been divided by the intensity in the wavelength range 1230-1300 ,_. In (b), the dashed line

is the color ratio value for an unattenuated spectrum of H_ excited by impact of 100-eV electrons;

points below this line are plotted as diamonds. The crosses represent the median error bars in

longitude and intensity/color ratio for the 60 ° width centered on each cross. The uncertainty in

intensity and color ratio is computed from the camera noise level. The error bars shown here

do not include any estimation of possible systematic error as a consequence of erroneous

subtraction. The solid lines in both figures are the present model results.
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JOVIAN X RAY FLUXES

ENERGY (eV)

Figure 2. The X ray intensity as a function of photon energy tbr a Jovian auroral source size of

5000 by 10,000 km; viewed from a distance of 10Rj. The solid bars marked I-5 indicate the 3

sigma sensitivities of the five lower GRB channels for a 100 minute integration.
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220CLILC_._A_OADO o_;TOFF_CEDRAWER28510 • _J4N&NTONIO. TEXAS. U, SAT_,228-0,510 • '¢_2_I6EA-Stll • TI_L_X_'4,1,848

_NSTRUMENTATION ANO SPACE RESEARCH OIVISION

Dr. Riccardo Giacconi. Director

__=ace Te!esco_e Science institute

:;700 San i_laxtin Drive

BMtimore. ".,.ID 21218

22 November i991

Dear Dr. Giacconi:

We are writing to request Director's Discretionary'. Time ior IIST IJV imaging of Jupiter in

,:onjunc_ion with the Ulysses Jupiter flyby on 8 February. i992. Our request totals 1.6 hours

_i observauon time. -17o our knowledge, no H_T or rUE observations of Jovian aurora axe

.iaxmeci !or this time. even thouen (as we describe Below ,. a crucial opportumty exis%s for

-oiiaborauve studies uutizing HST'c UV an(z Ulysses' x-ray capabilities.

Orang to the press of time. Brace Gillespie of the STEel USB has encouraged us to send

r.his letter as our formal request, rather thnn taking the time to complete the fuJ1 suite of

Phase i forms. A Phase i Observation Summary. Form detailing the proposed observa_ion._ is

attached to this letter. \Ve are calling this proposed DD program. "I-IST Imaging of Jupizer

co Support the Irtterpretation of Ulysses X-ray Aurora Measurements: EstabLishing the IJ=V

Aurorai Output.': rf approved, we axe prepared to immediately submit a Phase iI eleetromc

proposal.

The UV observations proposed here are focused on making a sin_ie observ'ation needed to

_:nderstand the production oi x-rays in the jovian aurora. The critical issue in Jovima x-ray

_.roduction is whether ti'mv are electron bremss_ra2nltm_- or precipitating ion-generated. As

, iescribed below, near-simuitaneous UV and x-ray measurements are reauired to resolve this

issue.

Ulysses is carrying an x-ray/7-ray detect.or cai!ed GRB (Hurley, et at. 1992), wifieh will be

making _he first measurements of x-ray production from within the Jovian system. Owin_

to its proximity to Jupiter. GRB wiii provide increased 20-150 KeV sensitivity over that

made by earth-orbiting x-ray observatories. Ulysses will approach Jupiter in the ecLiptic, fly

over the northern polar cap, pass through perijove at 6.3 R i (near Io's orbit), and exit over

the southern polar cap (see Figure 13. GRB will study both auroral zones. Ulysses' flyby

geometry and proximity wiil allow Grl.B to provide the best observations of Jovian x-ray

spectra to date.

The reiationship of auroral row and xray production has been an active area of research

since the first detection of Jovian x-rays by the Einstein observatory _Metzger, e_ aJ. 1983).

•"R-___'._ SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

/' __L. _OUSTON TEXAS • OETROIT MICHIGAN 'J WASHINGTON OC



Observations of aurorai emissions at UV ena soft x-ray ener%/es have since reve_ed that;

"he Jovian system contmns the most _owerfui pl;_netary aurora in the soiar system, with

_n output of > iO _3 -::arts. However. the identity of the precipitating particles, and the

mechanism for energ'izinz_them. are major o13en issues.

I)n the one hand. in situmeasurements of Jovian particlepopulations during the Vovagez i

_nd 2 encounters detected changes in the radial phase space densitiesof energetic S aad. O

ions best expl_ned by ion precipitation _Gehreis and Stone 1983). Yet the ion energy _flux

detected bv Voyager was not su_eient to exDiain the observed U'V' aurora. Although soft

_0.3-3.0 keV) x-ray observations of the Jovian aurora by Einstein have been used to a.r_tefor

heaw ion precipitation, attempts at observin_ U-v" emissions from S and 0 {on precipit_ion

have been unsuccessful. T!fis has led to the suzgestion th.'_t electron precipitation may instead

be the dominaat source rneehanism t'vVaite,et al. 1088).

The Ulysses mission isthe oniy planned fli_h_ofam x-ray instrument to Jupiter. I_ere/o_. _Ae

?ebr_arv 199_ encoun_pr re_resenz_ the oniv for_eeabie o_porz_nzZv to make UV measurewtenrJ

,_f t/ze Jovian a_rora _u_en aT_ _ StZt_ _Dacgcra_ ;.3 maic{ng coo_'_inat.ed, z-ra_/ obae_czZiow_l _n_

monzzor_ng the c_=rged pa_tcte in?ut. Tl_e fact that the Ulysses measurements wiil be made

over the polar aurorai regions adds to our excitement about this opportunity. In essence, th_

flyby-- ,.vhic_ is now barely 10 weei_s away-- appears to be the ouly time in the next decade

durin_ which a complete set of Jovian x-ray, U'v', and ch=_ed paz_icie measurements ca_be

obtained. (An AXAF x-ray/HST UV/GaJileo charged p_.rticle collaboration may be posmble

in _-,10 years if Galileo is operating when AXAF flies, but this is only speculation).

Sensitivities for a 3-_r detection and 100 minute integration have been calculated for the five

lowest ener_j' channeis of the GI_ instrument. They are plotted in Figure 2, alon_ with

_he resuks of model calculations!Waite. eta/. 1091_ which give the predicted auroral x-ray

_ner_y spectrum. TLIs fizalreshows that _he GR.B exoeriment should be able to measure

he predicted x-ray spectrum Ifelectron brehmss_rah/unz isthe dominant source mechanism.

However. ithas become increasingly clear thai;the results of the Ulysses GlIB experiment

willbe ambiguous unlessthe totalpower of the aurora is"known. %Vithou_ this measuremmat.

the curve on Fi=on.tre2 for the actualobserving conditions Ulysses sees cannot be determined.

As such. the Ulysses erperiment lacks the key aurora/energy me_sure.

This situationcam be remedied by HST because the UV Lyman and _rerner band I-I_auroral

emissions are the best known measure of the flux and energy distribution of the precipitating

particles(cf.Llvengood. et al. 1090 for a discussion of Voyager LrVS and ILTE results).

Our request for Director'sDiscretionary Time to measure these emissions wi_h HST islimited

to obtainin_ a straightforward set of FOC f/96 UW" images. These images will allow us to

meet two objectives.They are:

• To determine _/_e ezzent and va_abit_iy o/ tt_e Jovia_ g_r aurora coincident wi_tt t_e

U'lysses cl_=rged particle and z-ray measurements. And.



To esuma¢c th.e _ota_ UV po,_er oun_ _ing mo4eia watch comy_ze th.e totai auro1"_i UV

ernt_aZon �Tom Werner can_ cmt_aion gior_e r e.g., "_V_if.e. ct el. 199I}, czr_ reiaCe tAiJ _o

tke UZy_ae_.derived z-ray power _peetr_m (cf. £_uengoog. e£ el. i390).

The proposed experiment protocol is=o ma/e four images of Jupiter using the f/96 chain with

÷_itersFlg01v[ aaci FI40W in series.The F!301V[ filtercontmns our key bl_ hand (and some

contribution from Lye, which can be modelled from the observz_ions_. The FI40W filter

is used to drasticallyreduce effectsof red leaks of planetary, albedo in the image, thereby

increasingthe eon_rzs_ of the aurora, ifwe _dopt zoomed pixels (z=2): exposure times of 30

nunu=es shouid yield an S/N of 9-II in each 1 arc-see resolution element within an au_--oral

emission region wi_h am H__ brightness of 5 kR.. The I-I_.emission could be much brighter.

perhaps i5 kR. However. even a_ 5 kP_ thisex'posure time is sufficient_o mee_ the objeegives

oudined above.

(_)fthe four imm=es, we reouest two be made during Ulysses: inbounci pass_=e and two during

he outbound pa,ss_e. These _mages should be me.de durin¢ ---;_0-12hour windows on ei=her

dde of T31Tsses'closestapproach {more oo_ima_, times within _hese windows can easily be

predic_,edfor the Phase [Isubmission based on sub-earth Joviam System Illlongitudes). As

Ulysses makes iusapproach, we propose to im-_e 5o_h polar aurora/zones wi_h the FOC; at

thistime GRB willa/so be ohservin_ both zones. As Ulysses makes i_sdepar=ure, we propose

to image _he southern auroral zone twice more: at _his _ime GlIB will he viewing only the

_ou_hern auror_ zone. Together. the three southern zone images will allow us to _u_e _he

•:am_biiity of the southern ,_uror_ during the G,'R.B integrations. The single northern zone

irn_e during Ulysses: approach will allow us _o compare _he auroral UV/x-ray correlation

between hemispheres. Our preference for southern zone observ-_dons isdriven bv the Ulysses

rraiec=ory and GRB observing pia_.

[fsin__he KPSS resource es_ima=or algorithm. ;re ca.lcui_tetha.teach of _he four requeszed

,_XDosures willrequire 54.5 minuges of spacecrafg time. In to_o.we are _herefore requeszin_

3._3 hours of spaeecrafg time to complete _he four _uroral imaging observations, with a

program ei_cieney of 72%. As _ fallhack,ghe minimum viable e:¢perirnentwould consist of

two observation sets.one each as GlIB observes the north and south auroral zones. This

would cut the required spacecraft time essentiallyin half. However. we stress_he importance

of multiple mea._urements in _he south in order to deterrn/ne ghe varigbiHty of the UV auroral

emissions durin_ ghisone-and-only Ulysses flyby.

Our proposal team consists of five erperieneed observers and a leading Jovian aurora/

modeller. The team has almosg thirty years of Jovian auroral observing and modelling

e.xperience.Three of us have been deeply involved in HST GO and GTO observations. T_vo

of us (Hurley and Sommer) are US and European Pls on _he Ulysses GlIB x-ray instrumeng.

No spacecraft observatory but HST can make UV mea.surements of Jupiter during the critical

Ulysses flyby opportunky. AST_O wiil no_ be flying. IUE cannon observe due to geomezr?/

ORtGh'_L PAOE tS
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i.e.. J-angle) constraints which HST does not suffer.Galileo willbe too far away (6 AU) to

_ccommish a detection, if collaborative b'V/x-ray measurements of Jupiter:s aurora are _o

be obtained durin_ this unique encounter, iIST must pe_orm them.

We look forward to hearing from you concerning this request.

Sincerely.

,,;:/I.@-a.__

Alan Stem

Co_l_s:

Dr. Kevin C. Hurley (UC Berkeley)

Dr. Melissa A. McGrath (Johns Hopkins Univ.)

Dr. Michael Sommer iMax Planck EP/Gaxching)

Dr. Laurence M. Trafton t U. Texas/Ausun_

Dr. Hunter J. Waitet Southwest Reseaxci_ lnsutute_

::c: Bruce Gillespie!'STScI. Chief USB

.'qolan Walborn! STScI. Head SPS

_c_osures:

Figures (2)

Observation Summary. Form

Preprint (\Vaite. et al. 1991)
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TaMe I ULYSSES GRB SENTIVITIES
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JOVIAN X RAY FLUXES
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h_UBBLE SPACE TELEECOPE

CYCLE 2 PROPOSAL

OBSERVATIOI_ SUMMARY FORM

I 3

! ..... l .............. [
' 1 I 2

!.....1...............I
!LI_E| 1

' #_.0 TAD.GKT _ RA (H,M,S)

' #.I (TARGET DEC (D,',")

' #. 2 (DESCRIPTION) CEQUINOX]

..... i .... i .............. I .... 1

[.0 JUPITER-NORTH _S :PLANET -!. 5 FOC/96

i i !PLANET_ IMAGE

[_._L ........... l ............ l ..... L......
14 I S I 6 I 7 I 8

I___i ........... I ............ 1..... 1.......

MAO I_STRUM_ SPEL"TIL_

B-V HODE ELEMENTS

FI3OM+FI40W 29M 3A-I

l NV=I

COMMENTS: il X ii ARCSEC FOV POINTED AT .JUPITER'S NORTH POLAR REGION

!COHHEHTS: ZOOM=2, 16 BIT DYNAMIC RANGE

!COMHF.qTS: i ARCSEC Ib_GING RESOLUTION REQUIREMENT PEP,MZTS COARSE LOCK

..... I.............. l .............. I___I ........... I i ..... l ......

2.0 JUPITER-SOUTH SS:PLANET -2.75 FOC/96 FI3OM+FI40W _9M OA-3

2.1 (PLANET_ IMAGE 3 NV-3

!COMMENTS: ii X ii ARCSFC FOV POINTED AT JUPITER'S SOU_'D_IPOLAR REGION

!COMMENTS: ZOOM=2, 16 BIT DYNAMIC RANGE

!COMMENTS: i ARCSEC I_-_GING REOUIREMENT PERMITS COARSE LOCK

.....! J I....1 I I.....I......

!COHME,'_L'S;

!COMMENTS:

!COMMENTS:

l .... t 1 1..... 1......

!COMMENTS:

!COMMERTS:

!COMMENTS:
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